You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for JVC KD-R421. You'll find the
answers to all your questions on the JVC KD-R421 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size, accessories,
etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Please read all instructions carefully before operation, to ensure your complete understanding and to obtain the best possible performance from the unit.
There are no user serviceable parts inside the unit; leave all servicing to qualified service personnel. 3. CAUTION: Visible and/or invisible class 1M laser
radiation when open. Do not view directly with optical instruments. Battery Products Adjust the volume so that you can hear sounds outside the car. Driving
with the volume too high may cause an accident. [European Union only] These symbols indicate that the product and the battery with this symbol should not
be disposed as general household waste at its end-of-life. If you wish to dispose of this product and the battery, please do so in accordance with applicable
national legislation or other rules in your country and municipality. By disposing of this product correctly, you will help to conserve natural resources and
will help prevent potential negative effects on the environment and human health.
Notice: The sign Pb below the symbol for batteries indicates that this battery contains lead. JVC bears no responsibility for any loss of data in an iPod/iPhone
and/or USB mass storage class device while using this System. Digital devices (CD/USB) produce very little noise compared with other sources.
@@@@@@@@This may cause disc read errors. In this case, remove the disc and wait for the moisture to evaporate.
Temperature inside the car : If you have parked the car for a long time in hot or cold weather, wait until the temperature in the car becomes normal before
operating the unit. How to reset your unit Be careful not to drop the disc when it ejects. â· If this does not work, reset your unit. About discs Canceling the
display demonstration 4 Setting the clock 5 Basic operations 6 Listening to the radio 8 Listening to a disc 9 Connecting the other external components 9
Listening to the other external components 10 Listening to a USB device 11 Listening to an iPod/iPhone Cleaning the unit Wipe off the dirt on the panel with
a dry silicon or soft cloth. Failure to observe this precaution may result in damage to the unit.
@@@@@@(For the finalization process refer to your disc writing software, and your disc recorder instruction manual. Attempt to insert using an adapter
can cause malfunction. On the disc, or use a disc with tape stuck on it. â· Do not use any accessories for the disc. â· Clean from the center of the disc and
move outward. â· Clean the disc with a dry silicon or soft cloth. Do not use any solvents. â· When removing discs from this unit, pull them out horizontally. â·
Remove the rims from the center hole and disc edge before inserting a disc. Display demonstration will be activated automatically if no operation is done for
about 20 seconds.
Remote sensor (for KD-R521/KD-R422/KD-R421) You can control this unit with an optionally purchased remote control, RM-RK52 (page 15, 16). Detaches
the panel When you press or hold the following button(s). "ST" lights up when receiving an FM stereo broadcast with sufficient signal strength. Or ]
<TUNER> ] <SSM> ] <SSM 01 Â 06 / 07 Â 12 / 13 Â 18> "SSM" flashes and local stations with the strongest signal are searched and stored automatically.
To preset another 6 stations, repeat the above procedure by selecting one of the other SSM setting ranges. The following features are available only for FM
Radio Data System stations. You can tune in to a station broadcasting your favourite programme by searching for a PTY code.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@If the MP3/WMA disc contains many tracks, you can fast search (Â±10, Â±100) through the disc by turning the control
dial quickly. Changing the display information You can use only one of the following playback modes at a time. Disc title/Album name/performer (folder
name)* = Track title (file name)* = Current track number with the elapsed playing time = Current track number with the clock time = (back to the beginning)
* "NO NAME" appears for conventional CDs or if not recorded.
REPEAT TRACK RPT : Repeats current track FOLDER RPT : Repeats current folder RANDOM FOLDER RND : Randomly plays all tracks of current folder,
then tracks of next folders ALL RND : Randomly plays all tracks To cancel repeat play or random play, select "RPT OFF" or "RND OFF. You can connect an
external component to the auxiliary input jack on the control panel (F-AUX) and/or on the rear side of the unit (R-AUX). Summary of using the external
components through the auxiliary input jacks: External component Portable audio player Bluetooth device Preparation Connecting Auxiliary Source
cable/device Menu setting Subinput jack name Setting (not supplied) item item Front SRC SELECT F-AUX ON F-AUX See below. * "BT PHONE" appears
when a Bluetooth phone is in use. Recommended to use a 3-terminal plug head stereo mini plug for optimum audio output.
@@@@@@@@Avoid using the USB device if it might hinder your safety driving. @@@@@@ â· When connecting a USB cable, use the USB 2. Do not
use a USB device with 2 or more partitions. @@@@@@@@ â· Connect only one USB device to the unit at a time. @@@@@@Avoid using the
iPod/iPhone if it might hinder your safety driving.
@@Repeat this step until the desired track is selected. @@You can use only one of the following playback modes at a time. @@@@@@@@In this case,
visit the following JVC web site: <http://www. You can select a preset sound mode suitable for the music genre. @@@@FLAT = NATURAL = DYNAMIC =
VOCAL BOOST = BASS BOOST = USER = (back to the beginning) While listening, you can adjust the subwoofer level and tone level of the selected sound
mode. Storing your own sound mode You can store your own adjustments in memory. Repeat steps 2 and 3 to adjust other tones. The adjustments made is
automatically stored and changed to "USER. If no operation is done for about 60 seconds, the operation will be canceled. AUTO : Changes the display and
button illumination between the Day/Night adjustments in <BRIGHTNESS> setting when you turn off/on the car headlights *2.
BRIGHTNESS DAY [ 25 ] / NIGHT [ 11 ] : Selects the display and button illumination brightness level [00 -- 31] for day and night. (Pressing DISP for more
than one second can scroll the display regardless of the setting. @@@@@@ / OFF : Cancels. @@@@Before adjustment, select the source you want to
adjust. @@Low frequency signals are cut off from the front/rear speakers. @@ / OFF : Cancels. @@AF-REG *10 AF ON : When the currently received
signals become weak, the unit switches to another station (the programme may differ from the one currently received). (The AF indicator lights up. ) / AFREG ON : When the currently received signals become weak, the unit switches to another station broadcasting the same programme. ) / WIDE : Subject to
interference noises from adjacent stations, but sound quality will not be degraded and the stereo effect will remain.
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If you are using a two-speamum number of characters for file/folder names vary depending on the disc format used (includes 4 extension characters--<. This
unit cannot play back the following files: Â MP3 files: encoded in MP3i and MP3 PRO format; an inappropriate format; layer 1/2. Â WMA files: encoded in
lossless, professional, and voice format; not based upon Windows MediaÂ® Audio; copy-protected with DRM. Symptom Tracks do not play back in the order
you have intended them to play. The elapsed playing time is not correct.
Remedy/Cause The playback order is determined when the files are recorded. This unit can play back multi-session discs; however, unclosed sessions will be
skipped while playing. @@@@This unit can show WMA Tag and ID3 Tag Version 1. The search function works but search speed is not constant. Operations
may be different according to the connected device.
@@ â· Making a call Making a call to the last connected number from your phone. â· Switching between handsfree and phone While talking. Voice dialing
Voice dialing is available only when the connected mobile phone has the voice recognition system. If playback does not start, operate the Bluetooth audio
player to start playback. When you turn off the power of the CD receiver, the volume level changes to Normal. @@@@@@@@Please note that the use of
this accessory with iPod, or iPhone may affect wireless performance. Type : Compact disc player Signal Detection System : Non-contact optical pickup
(semiconductor laser) Number of Channels : 2 channels (stereo) Frequency Response : 5 Hz to 20 000 Hz Signal-to-Noise Ratio : 98 dB Wow and Flutter :
Less than measurable limit MP3 Decoding Format (MPEG1/2 Audio Layer 3) : Max. "Made for iPod," and "Made for iPhone" mean that an electronic
accessory has been designed to connect specifically to iPod, or iPhone, respectively, and has been certified by the developer to meet Apple performance
standards. @@Please note that the use of this accessory with iPod, or iPhone may affect wireless performance. .
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